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The international structural genomics effort has resulted in a number of
technological advancements that are accelerating the process of threedimensional structure determination while continually decreasing the cost per
structure. Significant strides have been made for all of the required
experimental steps including protein expression, purification, crystallisation and
structure solution. However, the overall success rates for producing structures
are still quite low due to two main bottlenecks, protein production and
crystallisation.The magnitude of the low success rate is accentuated by the fact
that the first five years of the structural genomics efforts have focused on the
easy proteins, (ie predominantly non-membranous proteins from prokaryotic
organisms and small non-membranous proteins from eukaryotic organisms).
However, a number of new technologies and experimental approaches provide
a realistic optimism regarding the realisation of the ultimate goal to determine
10,000 new structures with at least one example of every possible protein
family during the next five years.This accomplishment should provide the
necessary protein structure scaffolds to allow scientists to predict the
structures of all other proteins using only gene sequences, a result that will
substantially benefit fundamental biology and medicine.
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Table 1: High throughput structural genomics
Summary of crystallisation results reported February 1, 2004 for the NIH Structural Genomics Initiative. Statistics are based upon the total number of
soluble proteins expressed by the original seven NIH Structural Genomics Consortia

SOLUBLE
PROTEINS
EXPRESSED

CRYSTALLISED

DIFFRACTION
QUALITY

STRUCTURES

DEPOSITED
IN PDB

Total Number

7,652

1.793

766

555

409

Percentage

36.2%

23.4%

10.0%

7.3%

5.3%

T

he human genome or any other genome,
for that matter, will not be truly understood until the functional roles of all the
possible gene products are known. In pursuit of
this quest, there has been an exponential demand
for protein structural information, which is the
focus of various structural genomics initiatives
around the world (http://www.nigms.nih.gov/funding/psi/lay_summary.html). The hope is to determine the structure for one or more proteins from
each family, reaching a total of 10,000 structures.
These structures will provide valuable information
regarding the relationship between a protein’s
sequence and its tertiary structure. It is believed
that this knowledge will provide a foundation of
data that will enable the prediction of all other
structures from sequence information alone.
A 3D protein structure is critical to the
advancement and efficiency of rationale drug
design, as well as to protein structure-function
studies, because the majority of drugs and natural
effector molecules stereo-specifically interact with
target proteins to affect the physiological and biological activity of a protein by blocking or altering its properties. According to some estimates,
the number of disease targets could potentially
increase from 500 or so today to more than
10,000. Within the next few years, however, the
Human Genome Project and other academic and
commercial initiatives are expected to identify the
genes for more than 20,000 potential drug discovery targets from among the 30,000 or so genes
believed to comprise the human genome1,2. The
genes for hundreds of additional targets are also
being identified from the genomes of pathogenic
bacterial, viral and fungal organisms. Genetic
sequences of thousands of protein targets from
other pharmacologically relevant species, such as
rat, mouse, dog and certain primates are being or
will be determined for use as appropriate animal
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models. Finally, genetic sequences of selected targets from genomic research species such as
Caenorhabditis elegans (nematode), Drosophila
melanogaster (fruit fly), Brachydanio rerio (zebra
fish) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast) will
also be important in gene function identification
studies and comparative genomics.
Last year, DDW published a review article
describing high-throughput structure-based drug
discovery technology3, which provided a good
foundation and historical perspective for the present article. Here we will focus on technologies not
represented in last year’s article as well as attempt
to bring up to date topics covered in both.

Status of high throughput structural
genomics
X-ray crystallography remains the predominant
method contributing to the majority of new structures emerging from the structural genomics initiative. Unfortunately, in spite of the fact that most of
the target organisms are prokaryotic, success rates
for producing structures are extremely low. Table 1
provides a summary of the status for the seven
original US NIH-funded Research Centers, in operation for three years.
In spite of the overall dismal success rate, high
throughput structural genomics programmes
have resulted in a number of technological
advancements for each of the critical steps necessary to determine three-dimensional structures.
For instance, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) techniques have already proven useful
and contributions are expected to grow significantly in the future60-63.
Protein production
The first step, protein production, has involved
the use of multiple protein expression systems,
adapted to high throughput by scaling the process
Drug Discovery World Summer 2004
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down to analytical volumes (<2ml) that can be
accommodated in multi-well format. Each expression system has advantages and disadvantages
regarding cost, yield, post-translational modifications, susceptibility to automation, process time,
etc. A number of the structural genomics consortia (http://www.nigms.nih.gov/news/meetings/airlie.html#agree) have relied heavily on E. coli
expression systems due to their simplicity, cost
and amenability to parallel processing. Robotic
systems originally designed for high throughput
compound screening can be adapted to perform
most or all aspects of E. coli protein expression4.
Certainly, E. coli can be considered the expression
system of choice for the ‘low hanging fruit’ (small
proteins without post-translational modifications). However, as with any of the alternative systems, E. coli expression has limited the ability to
express properly folded, large, eukaryotic proteins, post translationally modified proteins and
biologically active membrane proteins. The combination of using different bacterial expression
systems or cell-free7,8, mammalian, yeast6,9,10
and various viral expression systems expressed in
insect cells11 has also offered promise as alternative approaches for the high throughput structural
genomics community5,6. Problems are being
addressed using alternative approaches. Efforts
have been established through consortiums such
as MepNet (Membrane Protein Network) with the
goal of concentrating research efforts on the
expression and crystallisation of 101 G-coupled

protein receptors (GCPRs) using three alternative
expression vectors, E. coli, P. pastoris, and the
Semliki Forest virus (SFV). To date, 60% of the
targets in this consortium have been expressed at
1mg levels or higher and demonstrated as biologically relevant (personal communication).
It is clear that strategies must be developed and
refined to adequately accommodate challenging
proteins (ie membrane proteins and large protein
complexes) that typically represent more than one
third of the total number of proteins in prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes.
Protein purification
The process of purification may be more of a bottleneck than originally realised. Although automated high throughput purification systems and new
chromatography media have all enhanced scientist’s ability to produce ‘purified protein’.
Producing sufficient quantities with sufficient purity (>95%) and homogeneity to yield diffractionquality crystals is still a problem. This is most likely one of the factors contributing to the low crystallisation success rate listed in Table 1.
Application of high-throughput purification of
more complicated aqueous and membrane proteins
is expected to become more challenging.
Crystallisation
Crystallisation remains the most challenging and
difficult problem as evidenced in Table 1. The low
crystallisation success rate exists in spite of a num-

Figure 1
Comparison of crystallisation
screens. Commercially
available crystallisation screens
generally use a sparse matrix
and/or linear approach for
sampling various combinations
of the screening parameters.
As seen in the figure, these
methods provide a fine
screening of particular regions
of ‘crystallisation space’ but
they fail to sample other
regions. An incomplete
factorial provides the minimum
number of experiments
required to evenly sample all
possible permutations of the
variable (ie the entire
‘crystallisation space’)

Screening experimental space

Linear
screen
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Figure 2
Neural net vs crystal
optimisation. Images and
chemical conditions for the
best results obtained from an
incomplete factorial screen
from four (non-commercial)
proteins are compared with
experimental results obtained
from new conditions predicted
by a neural net analysis of
results from the incomplete
factorial screen

ber of advancements in the field including the
availability of fully automated robotic vapour and
liquid diffusion crystallisation systems, use of sitedirected mutagenesis to engineer ‘crystallisation
constructs’, development of new techniques such
as microbatch (under-oil) crystallisation12, and
sophisticated systems that dynamically control the
crystallisation kinetics97.
Further reducing the scale of crystallisation
experiments from micro to nanolitre volumes is a
solution to the problem of producing sufficient
quantities for crystallisation studies. Our research
centre (Center for Biophysical Sciences and
Engineering, CBSE) developed an automated inhouse system that can prepare vapour diffusion
nano-crystallisation experiments ranging from
15nl to 200nl drop volumes13. A variety of commercially available systems provide similar capabilities with experiment throughput ranging from
hundreds to several thousand experiments/hr14-19.
An alternative crystallisation approach to
vapour diffusion is liquid diffusion. The Fluidigm
Corporation developed an automated microfluidics system that essentially performs liquid diffusion experiments in nanolitre volumes. Liquid dif68

fusion provides an additional capability that may
prove useful, particularly for the crystallisation of
membrane proteins because the detergent micelle
concentration does not change appreciably during
the crystallisation equilibration process. Highthroughput systems have led to the development of
several automated crystal observation and analysis
systems (commercially available) that have significantly reduced the labour and time required to
inspect individual experiments for crystal growth3.
Most of the commercial systems automatically
score the contents of each experiment into broad
categories such as clear drop versus precipitate versus crystal. However, automatic image discrimination capable of assessing the quality of different
crystals remains an improvement that the structural genomics community desires.
The crystallisation of a homologous protein from
another organism20 approaches crystallisation
from a different angle. In many cases, the differences in sequence are minor and often found on the
surface or in regions without direct biological activity (ie, not in the active site of an enzyme); therefore, co-ordinate information from the x-ray structure of the homologous protein can be used to accuDrug Discovery World Summer 2004
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rately model the structure of the original protein.
Limited proteolysis can provide a protein form that
is, by chance, more conducive to crystallisation21.
Introduction of point mutations, truncations or
deletions has also been demonstrated to help
improve crystallisation success rates22-30.
Alternatively, one can modify the target protein’s
surface by introducing co-factors, additives, antibodies, or through the removal of carbohydrates in
an effort to produce more suitable crystalline lattice
contacts31-38. This includes the use of site-directed
changes to surface amino acids to create ‘crystallisation constructs’22,23,39. A recent study39 provides a strategy and theoretical rationalisation for
making specific surface mutations, more likely to
improve a protein’s ability to crystallise. The strategy involves the replacement of large, and therefore
flexible, side-chains (ie lysine, arginine, glutamine,
etc) that might exist alone or in patches on the
exposed surface of a protein, with alanine, a small,
uncharged amino acid. This, it is hypothesised,
allows the protein to interact more closely with
itself and it reduces the unfavourable entropy hur-

dle that must be overcome to constrain, for example, a flexible lysine, as the protein tries to form a
crystalline lattice. A new method, high-throughput
deuterium exchange mass spectrometry (DXMS)
can be used to rapidly identify unstructured regions
on a protein’s surface. Truncation of the disordered
regions has been demonstrated to improve crystallisation40. Additional knowledge regarding a protein’s surface characteristics (such as can be
obtained via entropy considerations or empirical
DXMS data), provide a rational and more
time/cost-effective approach for engineering successful crystallisation constructs.
To improve our success rate with crystallisation
trials, CBSE has optimised an incomplete factorial
screen thereby allowing a small number of experiments to be performed, sampling all possible
experiments in a statistically robust manner41.
This approach provides for efficient determination
of solution conditions suitable for crystallising proteins by performing experiments that take into
account the independent and interdependent influences of each experimental parameter. Comparison

Optimize protein formulations
Quickly predict shelf life
Study unfolding and re-folding
Determine crystallization potential

All without immobilization
or labeling

how long will your molecule survive?
discover the power of ultrasensitive calorimetry at:

www.microcalorimetry.com/stability
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Figure 3
Ribbon representations of the
superposition of augmented
homology models (coloured
yellow) with the
corresponding PDB crystal
structures (blue) for four
proteins in the in-house
protein set.The images from
top left, clockwise correspond
to cog3_human, rapa_human,
ivd_human and fabe_human

between the incomplete versus sparse matrix
screens suggests that the incomplete factorial
method may find a larger number of conditions
that are useful for crystal optimisation13,42.
An extension of the incomplete factorial crystallisation screen involves its combination with
automated predictive algorithm to evaluate all possible permutations of variables and their levels (ie,
specific protein/crystallising component concentrations, pH, solution ionic strength, temperature,
etc). If the correct variables and sample size are
chosen to adequately represent the crystallisation
nature of the protein, training the neural net with
the incomplete factorial screen results in a stable
set of hidden neurons and basis function weights.
The ‘trained’ neural network can then be used to
predict non-sampled complete factorial conditions
that theoretically cover the entire ‘crystallisation
space’ of possible experimental conditions. Our
preliminary results indicate that this approach
could increase the success rate for producing diffraction-quality macromolecular crystals has
70

recently been published by our group13,42. The
images in Figure 2 demonstrate some of the dramatic improvements in crystal size and quality
observed using this technique. Of particular significance is the fact that in a number of cases, the
optimisation conditions predicted by the neural net
are quite disparate from any of the screen conditions (including those of the initial crystals) used to
‘train’ the neural net13,42.
Structure determination
Determination of the crystallographic structure of
a protein (once sufficient crystals are obtained) has
realised the most dramatic technological advancements, compared to other steps in the overall
process. Synchrotron radiation facilities provide
extremely brilliant sources, combined with automated crystal handling and preparation/alignment,
have shortened the time needed to collect data
from hours to minutes16,17,43-53. The ability to
produce and crystallise selenomethionine-substituted proteins54-56 eliminates the need to collect
Drug Discovery World Summer 2004
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additional data from crystals soaked with heavy
metal complexes. This plus a number of alternative
approaches for rapidly obtaining initial protein
phases, the critical/enabling step for structure
determination, have had a major impact in making
high throughput structure analysis a reality.
Throughput is enhanced even more by the availability of software packages that automate the
search for initial phases through iterative improvements in electron density representations of the
structure. Efforts to determine initial protein phases using the native sulfurs present in proteins also
shows promise57. Finally, the tedious task of model
building (fitting atomic models of proteins into
electron densities) has, to a large extent, been automated51,58,59.
It can be be logically assumed that large molecular complexes and membrane proteins will often
yield crystal of marginal quality, a natural impediment to obtaining the x-ray phases from which the
initial protein model is calculated. For weakly diffracting crystals or crystals of large molecular complexes low-dose electron tomography (ET) may
prove useful in leapfrogging the x-ray phase acquisition process64-66. For example, a 20-angstrom
structure obtained by ET can be used to determine
the initial crystallographic protein phases by performing a molecular rotation search of the ET
model within the crystallographic data67. One
commercial service, provided by Sidec
Technologies AB, exploits low dose cyroelectron
tomography in combination with a proprietary
algorithm (COMET, Constrained Maximum
Entropy Tomography) that enhances signal to
noise ratios using a small amount of non-crystallised sample. This technique enables threedimensional molecular reconstruction within days
to yield a 20-angstrom structure. ET can observe
protein-protein interactions within a solution or
cell membrane. This type of information can complement the corresponding functional studies that
will be necessary to understand the involvement of
these proteins in biological processes.
As noted previously, the ultimate goal of the
international structural genomics effort is to determine from every possible protein family. This
information is expected to improve the ability to
accurately model or predict the three-dimensional
structure of a new protein purely from its primary
amino acid sequence. The goal appears to be a
realistic one as evidenced by the significant
improvements in structure prediction methods seen
over the last five years68-74. Presently there are
three ways to generate protein models from
sequence information: comparative or homology
Drug Discovery World Summer 2004

modelling75-77, fold recognition or threading78-80
and ab initio methods81-84. In spite of known
weaknesses in these methods, homology modelling
is being widely used to derive 3D models of proteins with high sequence homology to known
structures with an accuracy required for use in
drug discovery85-87. The threading methods are
being used for putative target function assignments88-90 and the ab initio methods are being
used to derive structures of small to medium-sized
peptides91-93 and in loop generation in proteins
and antibodies94,95.
Cengent Therapeutics developed a novel comparative modelling approach called Augmented
Homology Modeling™ that relies on an iterative
method of deriving the protein structure to extend
the range of accessible structures available and useful for rational experimental design. The
Augmented Homology Modeling™ method has, in
a number of cases led to protein models of
improved quality, more closely matching the actual protein structure. This method also allows good
quality models to be generated for proteins that
have lower homology than their template structures, ie belong to the so-called ‘twilight region’ of
sequence identity. The ribbon superpositions of
predicted models (yellow) with corresponding PDB
structures (blue) for four Cengent modelled proteins are shown in Figure 3. The structural folds
for the cores of the experimental and predicted coordinates were highly conserved. Deviations occur
predominantly at the N- and C-termini and, to a
lesser extent, for some of the loops.

Conclusions
As the structural genomics efforts continue to
mature and structure determination for the easy
proteins or ‘low hanging fruit’ is completed, attention will naturally turn to the more difficult problems. The future challenges include expression and
purification of proteins from eukaryotic organisms
containing post-translational modifications, membrane proteins and large multi-domain protein
complexes. Novel high throughput, cost-effective
expression protocols will need to be developed to
address the protein production phase of the
process. Equally challenging will be the development of crystallisation strategies for these complicated proteins, particularly membrane proteins.
Although new experimental approaches for membrane protein crystallisation have emerged in
recent years, adaptation to high-throughput, fully
automated systems will require further work. A
semi-automated system capable of accommodating
the ‘in cubo’ crystallisation method for membrane
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proteins was recently described96. Developments
such as this are expected to lead to new high
throughput protocols whereby a variety of lipids
and detergent/lipid mixtures are rapidly screened
for suitable crystallisation conditions.
If the international genomics technological
achievements of the past five years are any indication of the future, there can only be optimism
with regard to the community’s goal of determining 10,000 new structures by 2010. Although
more difficult protein targets await scientists,
there is a substantial international commitment to
this programme.
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